Isolation of new promoter-mediated co-suppressed lines in Arabidopsis thaliana.
Four new independent lines that exhibit co-suppression of an introduced cab140::tms2 gene and the native cab140 gene have been isolated in Arabidopsis thaliana. These lines are of particular interest because the homology shared between the introduced and native genes is 1.3 kb of promoter DNA that only contains 14 bp of transcribed region. Most other reported examples of co-suppression involve homologies between transcribed portions of genes. A similar line, lct, had been isolated previously from EMS-mutagenized seeds, and we concluded that this example of co-suppression was probably due to a mutation that mapped at or near the introduced cab140::tms2 gene [Brusslan JA, Karlin-Neumann GA, Huang L, Tobin EM: Plant Cell 5: 667-677 (1993)]. Our observations with these four new lines, however, suggest that an epigenetic event(s) rather than a mutation might be the cause of co-suppression in these and the lct line.